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The ability for the UK corporate and association events
sectors to generate more business events post
pandemic remains positive.
The economy was stable despite the preceding gloom
of Brexit and an unexpected win for the Boris Johnson
government gave a clear mandate and buoyed
confidence to the country.
It is wrong to call this pandemic a great leveller as it
has increased inequality. It has had a vastly different
impact on individuals depending on their social class
and income. The typical UK delegate that attends
business events will, for the most part, be unaffected
by the economic impact whereas the event agencies
and hospitality suppliers in the events industry have
been massively impacted.
Different UK industry sectors will be more resilient,
emerging with activity needs, and associations will
have an increasingly important part to play in business
and education community engagement.
The UK aviation industry will bounce back, partly due
to low-cost carriers and high demand across routes
operated. Individual travellers will also rebound
quickly and motivations to attend events will increase
despite of, and because of, a new workplace dynamic.

SUMMARY

Live events will still play an important part for the
engagement of corporate and association organisers.
Events will change in the short term and hybrid events
will continue to grow but the desire for human
interaction, and for companies to engage with
employees and customers, will probably never be as
important. Nor will events have been as highly valued
by the individuals attending them and ROI for business
events will grow exponentially.
Larger agencies will be best placed to win new
business offering expertise, financial security, capable
systems, and technology.
The UK market is the global leader in events
engagement with the highest attendance per head of
the working population. And a large percentage of that
working population will be better off after the
pandemic or will experience minimal change to their
personal circumstances.

There is an advantage for those responsible for
promoting business event destinations to be aware
of the context of where the UK economy was at the
end of 2019, how the needle of confidence from
Brexit was moving, and why the UK economy could
bounce back quicker than other European
countries, and why the economic figures such as
unemployment increase do not make such an
impact on potential business events.

What had 2019 produced
The United Kingdom, which has a $2.83 trillion
GDP, is the sixth-largest economy in the world. In
terms of GDP purchasing power parity, the UK is in
the ninth spot. The UK is the tenth-largest exporter
in the world, exporting goods to 160 countries
across the globe.

STATE OF THE
UK ECONOMY
PRE-PANDEMIC
AND WHY THE
UK ECONOMY
MAY PROVE TO
BE RESILIENT

The service sector dominates the UK economy,
contributing about 80% of GDP, particularly the
financial services industry. London is the secondlargest financial centre in the world. Manufacturing
and agriculture are the second and third largest
sectors in the UK and Britain’s aerospace industry
is the second largest in the world whilst its
pharmaceutical industry is the tenth largest.
Before the onset of the pandemic the UK economy
had shown minimal GDP increase or decrease
fluctuations over several years and the economy
was deemed stable if unremarkable. The Bank of
England Monetary Policy Report outlook for 2020
concluded:

Within the British economy there had been widely
reported issues regarding confidence due to the
ongoing Brexit negotiations however the serious
decrease forecasts that had been predicted had
failed to materialise. However little else dominated
the media throughout 2019 and there was danger
that the UK just through negative sentiment alone
would end up talking itself into a recession.
An optimistic future though seemed more likely
after the snap election in December 2019 and the
unexpectedly decisive victory for the Conservative
government which pleasantly surprised analysts
and forecasters alike. The Office for National
Statistics said growth in GDP flatlined between
October and the end of December as manufacturing
output nosedived in the run-up to the general
election, however this is not to be unexpected and
reflects a historical aspect in the UK of the
uncertainty that general elections cause due to the
minimal majorities the ruling government has
worked with in recent years. However, the
Conservative party win, and substantially workable
majority, gave huge confidence to UK business
sectors and a belief that the uncertainty over Brexit
would be finalised. Whilst the exact details of the
agreement with the EU are to still be completed
there was a belief that the UK economy would
benefit from the stronger government stance.
Employment was high, suggesting a momentum,
with gradual and sustained growth of those in
employment since the financial crisis of 2009. The
number of people in employment had increased by
over 10% to 33 million, the highest number ever, at
the end of February 2020.

Inflation and 2020 outlook
The rate of inflation was being controlled with
levels brought back below 2%, the Bank of
England’s economic benchmark, and the low rate of
inflation was contributing towards economic
stability encouraging saving, investment, economic
growth and maintaining international
competitiveness.

The Bank of England’s latest data suggested that
the uncertainty facing businesses had fallen, and
that global growth has stabilised. The Bank
expected uncertainty to fall further and global
growth to pick up to benefit the UK economy.
Standard & Poor’s had given the UK government
the AA rating after the Brexit vote and this
remained unchanged with a stable outlook.
Alongside Brexit deadlines disrupting the
manufacturing sector, weaker levels of
international trade amid the US-China trade war
dented economic growth in Britain.
Business investment fell by 1% in the final quarter
of the year, continuing a recent subdued
performance as heightened uncertainty around
Brexit and the trade war weighed on the willingness
of companies to spend on new equipment.
Service sector output, which accounts for about
80% of the economy and includes hotels, shops,
restaurants and the City, also remained subdued in
the fourth quarter, according to the ONS, growing
by just 0.1% in the weakest period since mid-2016.
Consumer spending dropped in the final months of
the year, heaping more pressure on the struggling
high street, with sales during the pivotal festive
season falling below the expectations of retailers.
The British Retail Consortium recorded a 0.9%
decline in sales in November and December,
warning that 2019 had been “the worst year on
record and the first year to show an overall decline
in retail sales”.
Whilst there were still challenges the UK economy
was certainly set to benefit from reduced near-term
uncertainties and even with UK–EU issues
remaining a threat, analysts were still predicting a
growth in GDP of 1.5% for 2020.
The context of the travel industry was stable as
well, despite the failure of Thomas Cook in 2019
which owed more to the company failure to
transform their operations to market needs than to
the size of the market opportunity.

According to the International Passenger Survey,
used by Visit Britain, expenditure by UK citizens to
overseas destinations increased in the last 3
months of 2019 by 12%.
In 2019 outbound visits increased by 7%. And visits
by UK citizens stood at a record 72,970,000.
Britain’s inbound tourism market had remained
stable despite concerns over perceptions regarding
Brexit and the UK remains one of the most powerful
tourism products and markets globally.

What has 2020 produced
1st quarter 2020
Despite the slowdown in the final three months of
the year and one of the weakest annual growth
rates since the financial crisis, the latest figures
suggested tentative signs of an early post-election
bounce.
However, the U.K.’s GDP in volume terms was
reported to have fallen by 2.0% in Quarter 1 (Jan to
Mar) 2020.
That was the steepest contraction since the fourth
quarter of 2008 as a coronavirus lockdown from
mid-March forced businesses to close and
consumers to stay at home.
Household consumption dropped by 1.7 percent,
also the largest fall since the fourth quarter of
2008, driven by declines in spending on transport,
restaurants and hotels, and clothing and footwear,
because of the government’s social distancing
measures. Fixed investment shrank 1 percent, due
to falls in investment in housing as well as
government investment, while government
consumption decreased 2.6 percent, reflecting
declines in both health and education expenditure.
In addition, exports plummeted 10.8 percent and
imports were down 5.3 percent as the pandemic hit
global trade demand.
In a reflection of recovering business confidence,
the ONS said the economy grew by 0.3% in
December from the previous month, faster than

forecast by City economists. Surveys of the services
sector – the foundation of the economy and of the
business events industry – also rebounded in
January to post the strongest upturn in activity
since mid-2018.
The latest figures corroborate a yoyo year for
growth with the annual performance distorted by
aborted Brexit deadlines in March and October.
Companies that stockpiled goods and raw materials
to avoid border disruption fuelled growth spikes in
the first and third quarters, while planned factory
stoppages led to GDP falling in the second quarter
and flatlining in the fourth. One blackmark sector
was manufacturing. It’s output fell sharply in the
fourth quarter, dragged down by weaker levels of
production in the car industry, effectively finished
2019 in recession after three consecutive quarters
in contraction., but most of this is believed to have
been caused by the aborted Brexit deadlines.
Howard Archer, the chief economic adviser to the
EY Item Club, summed it up with: “Business and
consumer confidence have clearly improved early
on in the first quarter of 2020, and the overall
impression is that this has led to some
improvement in economic activity. However, with
little hard data available so far, it is hard to judge
just how much the economy is picking up and
whether this can be sustained.”

International Comparisons
There have been widespread falls in GDP across the
world. Advanced economies have been more
relatively impacted compared to developing
countries as containment measures have a
disproportionate impact on service sectors,
particularly those that need mobility such as travel.
Analysis of other G7 countries that have published
Q1 2020 GDP indicates that the UK has fared better
than Germany -2.2%, Canada -2.65, Italy -4.7% and
France -5.8%.

2nd quarter 2020
The second quarter estimates the sharpest period
of negative growth with Bank of England analysts
suggesting a decrease of approximately 25%. The
unprecedented nature of the restrictions of
lockdown mean that such estimates are very
uncertain. The average forecast suggests a
contraction of 12%.
Nearly 25% of firms temporarily ceased trading
between April 20 and May 3, while 60% of
companies have reported a decrease to some extent
compared with normal trading patterns.
These headline gaining statistics though need to be
put into context as there is likely to be a sudden
increase in GDP as soon as business activity starts
to return to normality. This may not be as
immediate as the enormous drop GDP will suffer in
the second quarter, but double-digit growth
expected in both Q3 and Q4 should offset most of
the sharpest decrease.
Indeed, the final year estimate from several
analysts suggest a decrease over the year in GDP of
between 1.5% to 2.5%.

What will the future economy
look like?
The Bank of England scenarios estimate economic
impact through 2020 and assume social distancing
measures and government policies remain
unchanged in Q2, with some easing in Q3 and GDP
will drop by 14% for the year, before growing by
15% in 2021 and 3% in 2022.
As with individual consumers there will be some
precautionary savings from companies but with
Bank of England forecast suggesting an increase in
15% in 2021 companies will be planning to ensure
maximum benefit from that to correct their terrible
2020 trading.

Business events by their nature are planned some
time in advance and companies will be confident of
planning events in 2021 as part of their employee
engagement and marketing strategies.

Dame Carolyn Fairbairn, CBI Director-General, (which
represents over 190,000 businesses) said:

In late April S&P left Britain’s credit rating
unchanged, citing the rapid response from
authorities in limiting the economic impact of the
coronavirus outbreak. S&P kept the rating at “AA”,
with a stable outlook.

“The Chancellor is confronting a challenging balancing
act deftly. As economic activity slowly speeds up, it is
essential that support schemes adapt in parallel.
Extending the furlough to avoid a June cliff-edge
continues the significant efforts made already and will
protect millions of jobs.

S&P stated that “with their swift and coordinated
response to limit the economic impact of the
pandemic, the UK government and the Bank of
England have demonstrated sizable fiscal and
monetary flexibility,”

Introducing much needed flexibility is extremely
welcome. It will prepare the ground for firms that are
reawakening, while helping those who remain in
hibernation. That is essential as the UK economy revives
step-by-step, while supporting livelihoods.

While acknowledging that the UK’s fiscal deficit was
likely to rise to around 14% of economic output,
S&P said the country’s creditworthiness was helped
by issuing its own currency and long maturities of
government debt. The pandemic is expected to
trigger the biggest fall in economic output in three
centuries and the government has taken a string of
unprecedented measures to avert a total collapse,
including a pledge to pay 80% of the wages of
workers who are temporarily not working.

Above all, the path of the virus is unpredictable, and
much change still lies ahead. The government must
continue to keep a watchful eye on those industries and
employees that remain at risk. All schemes will need to
be kept under review to help minimise impacts on
people’s livelihoods and keep businesses thriving.

The Coronavirus Job Retention

This scheme has benefitted business of all sizes. There
is little doubt that the UK government has acted to
prepare businesses through the funding vehicles to be
ready to quickly accelerate to growth. The scheme is
one of the most encompassing and supportive of
individuals and businesses when compared like for
like with other European schemes. It has been
designed to get people back to work and should give
confidence that the UK economy and labour market
will bounce back readily.

Scheme
The government scheme (furlough) safeguards up to
80% of the salary of an individual up to £2,500 per
month, and over 935,000 employers are using the
scheme as of 11 May. An estimated 8.4 million (28th
May) workers – approximately 30% of the workforce –
have had their job retained through the scheme.
There are forecasts that the total number could
increase to 9 million. The scheme started in March
and has been extended until the end of October with
greater flexibility built in from the end of July.
It should not be underestimated the power of this
scheme and how it will help UK business bounce
back. Additionally, there have been over £17 billion
in government backed loans deliver to ensure
business continuity.

The greater the number of good businesses saved now,
the easier it will be for the economy to recover.”

KPMG in their UK Outlook of the Global Pandemic
report in March stated that they expect the labour
market to cope relatively well with the temporary
disruption and to avoid mass layoffs; there is
anticipation that the rate of unemployment will
average 4.7% in 2020, falling to 4.1% next year. In
2019 the rate of unemployment was 3.8%. Peak
points may hit 9%.

This has been superseded with more recent reports
suggesting greater job losses. The Chartered
Institute of Personnel Development reported on
May 18th that more than a quarter of UK companies
will make job cuts before the end of July and that
the UK may experience unemployment numbers
more akin to the 1980’s.
The ability for companies to continue to employ and
pay employees will be precarious when government
support starts to be withdrawn.
The Bank of England in their forecast scenario
expects the unemployment rate to rise in Q2 to 9%
but to then reduce gradually as the economy picks
back up to 7% in 2021 and then to 4% in 2022.
Businesses are currently working through the
deepest and sharpest economic downturn in
modern times and the peak trough of the financial
data is unknown. What is now known is that the
impact of the crisis varies by sector and across
companies.

There is an unfortunate silver lining in this
variation, in that the impact in terms of job losses
will not be shared evenly.
Unfortunately, the greatest number of job losses
will be in lower paid income roles. Unfortunately,
there is a solid relationship between the likelihood
of a worker being furloughed or being made
redundant and them having previously been on a
low income.
This though is not an audience that is normally the
target market for business event organisers and
the job losses will be more heavily felt in industry
sectors that are historically not ones targeted for
business events.

No longer deemed frivolous
Live business events have been a mainstay of
business culture for many years. It is however only
in recent years though that they appear to have
become recognised for their value to companies
and employees.
Perhaps the fallout from President Obama’s critical
comment regarding an AIG Conference helped the
industry undergo a transformative change in the
last 10 years, arguably spurred on by Obama. The
“AIG Effect” and the lingering recession of the early
2010s would cause anxiety for meeting planners
and suppliers. The evolution of technology—
Facebook launched in 2004, Twitter in 2006 and the
iPhone was introduced in 2007—dramatically
changed the business. So did the emphasis on
safety and security, food allergies, the attendee
experience, the rising cost of doing business and
many other factors.
The last 10 years have also seen an emergence of
new facilities, the renovation of legacy product and
new markets that have given planners more options
for attendees and for driving face-to-face meetings.
Events are also no flash in the pan bubble. And
whilst technology has enjoyed exponential growth
in its use in recent weeks, it should be noted that
the technology has been around for many years.

THE BENEFIT OF
UK BUSINESS
EVENTS

Yet during those years the volumes attending live
business events have also continued to grow. And it
is not just the evolution of technology of Facebook,
Twitter and iPhones. Microsoft introduced
NetMeeting in 1996, Zoom emerged in 2013 but
neither was quickly adopted in place of live
business events. Skype is 17 years old this year and
in 2003 many thought it would see off the need for
business travel.
It is important though to make a clarification about
the difference between business events and
business travel. A simple definition adopted is that
business events are where a delegate or company
makes a discretionary choice to organise or attend
an event in a non-office environment. Business

travel is when an individual or small group of
individuals travel to a meeting in their own or
customers office environments.
On this definition business travel may well endure a
longer period of transition as companies will look at
how they can hold internal meetings more cost
effectively – elements of training and corporate
communications can be done effectively by virtual
methods but it should be considered they have
been done this way for some time.
But this may give destinations an opportunity to fill
a void. Many hotels may witness or assume their
business travel will decrease and allow more
inventory to be freed up for large congress and
convention allocations. This in turn can reduce
prices and increase attendance at events.
There is also anecdotal comment that many global
cities started to feel the effects of tourism decrease
through the pandemic as trade shows began to
cancel. There is an opportunity for this sector of the
tourism industry to be more accurately valued as
part of the overall tourism mix for a destination –
after all a convention delegate spends appreciably
more than a backpacker even if they don’t post it on
Instagram. DMO’s could be seizing more of the
marketing spend to help support large conventions
in coming to their cities.

UK Value
The 2018 Global Economic Significance of Business
Events study, commissioned by the Events Industry
Council and conducted by Oxford Economics,
revealed:
• 1.5 billion people worldwide participate in
business events annually
• $2.5 trillion in direct and indirect spending
because of business events
• $1.5 trillion in global GDP contribution
• 26 million people have direct or indirect jobs in
the events industry
• $704 average spending by business events
participants

The economic impact of the events industry is
significant. On a total GDP basis, the global events
industry is as large as the 13th largest global
economy. Based on business sales, the business
events sector is larger than consumer electronics
and computers, and office equipment.
The claim to be the 13th largest global economy is
one that needs to be treated with some caution –
after all the business events industry relies on
other economic sectors because the events industry
services those sectors. It is part of businesses
foundations rather than a pillar of an economy.
However the events sector does act as an accurate
barometer for growth in industrial sectors and the
continued growth in the events sector indicates
that whilst economies have grown and industry
sectors morphed into new ones, business events
have continued to remain a popular and an in
demand way to engage staff and employees alike.
And nowhere more so than in the UK. The UK was
estimated to have over 120 million participants in
business events, spending 15% more than the
average and with more engagement per head in the
working population by physically attending
business events than any other country in the 2018
report commissioned by the Events Industry
Council.

The essential value
The economic benefits to the world of business
events are obvious. Hotels, food, and beverage
offerings all benefit from spend. But what are the
values to the customer, the corporate company?
Simply put it is sales.
Companies hold business events to communicate to
employees, to communicate to customers and to
other stakeholders to increase sales. The value of
doing this in a live business event is unparalleled.
If not, the technology has been there for decades to
have done things differently but very few have
chosen to do so. The master of product launches,
Steve Jobs, did these to a room of people. One of
the most discussed series of events, Ted Talks,
started because of an observation of a convergence

among three fields: technology, entertainment, and
design, so resultingly the founder launched a
conference! In 1990 it became an annual event in
Monterey, California, attracting a growing and
influential audience from many different disciplines
united by their curiosity and open-mindedness and
by their shared discovery of an exciting secret. It
has grown and transitioned into a hybrid event, but
there will always be the sharing of the exciting
secret that only those present, rather than those
catching up online, can gain.
As companies will need to embrace their sales
teams and other key personnel to keep them
engaged expect incentive travel from the UK to
increase and not just sales qualifiers.
For the most part incentive qualifiers are well
travelled and resilient travellers and will continue
to be influencers on destination choice for friends
and colleagues.
While it is difficult to establish whether having a
strong belief and investment in incentive programs
is the primary driver of successful business
performance, or whether successful business
performance creates more wealth and therefore,
leads to a greater amount of rewards and
incentives, there is a clear relationship between
incentives and business success. It is most likely
that the two go hand in hand with one another.
Meetings Mean Business, an umbrella association,
undertook research in 2017 of small business
owners. More than three quarters of small business
owners (77%) say in-person meetings yield a
healthy return on investment. Among those who
specialize in technology, that number is noticeably
higher, at 95%.
Small business owners believe in-person meetings
are vehicles for strengthening relationships with
customers and promoting collaboration among
employees. Nearly nine in ten (87%) of those
surveyed say that the ability to meet in-person has
a meaningful impact on building relationships.

All technology business owners surveyed (100%)
say in-person meetings yield a return on
investment. Ninety-one percent agree that
connecting face-to-face with customers and
attending or presenting at conferences improves
their ability to run their business. Three in four
(75%) tech small business owners place high
priority on networking, and 81 percent prioritize
industry conferences and trade shows.
Small business owners agree that most essential
business activities are best accomplished in-person.
More than eight in ten (85%) small business owners
say that in-person meetings and face-to-face events
are important.
Eighty-two percent of small business owners agree
that building partnerships is best done in-person,
followed by negotiating agreements (75%), finding
potential new hires (71%), networking (68%),
engaging with the community (68%), exploring new
business opportunities (60%) and training new
employees (59%). Nearly eight in ten (79%) of small
business owners find that meeting in-person has a
meaningful impact on understanding the latest
trends
Government organisations share similar views. This
sector of the participants of business events should
not be overlooked as many event participants are
funded indirectly through central government and
the Meetings Mean Business survey clearly
identified that that in-person meetings, conferences
and events are important to advancing
governments missions and that future innovation
and competitiveness is tied to engaging,
collaborating and learning with those inside and
outside of government.
Every business event is organised and attended to
create a sale. And that sale can also be defined as
not alone being a financial one because individuals
use business events to recruit talent and that talent
also uses business events to promote themselves to
potential employers.

Engagement in business events: Number of
attendances per year per head of the working
population:
UK
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Source: Events Industry Council – Study of Direct Impacts generated by the business events sector 2018

Business events are also a way of rewarding
employees and ensuring they are engaged with the
company. And this will only continue in importance
as regardless of a company’s location or size,
attracting and retaining top talent ranks as the
number-one internal anxiety for CEOs and other CSuite executives around the world.

engagement and various other business metrics
including customer satisfaction, productivity,
innovation, staff retention, efficiency and health
and safety performance. Events, particularly cross
organisational events, are an important part of this
engagement as employees start to return to their
places of work.

Incentives are coming of age in the UK moving
away from being resort based parties to becoming
experience based and an extension of the company
brand values.

What if where people work

The IRF’s signature study The 2020 Top Performer
Study shows that the most successful companies
have increased their support for incentive programs
on numerous levels and this is happening in the UK
as well with evidence to suggest a significant shift
from the frivolity of the past to a more learned and
cross company encompassing experience.
In fact, the issue of engaging employees and
customers after the pandemic is one that must not
be underestimated. The world is amid an
unprecedented stalling of GDP, and this is not a
usual recession caused by stagnation of growth and
business failures. In the same way we will have
witnessed never seen before excessive drops in
GDP, we will also see never seen before excessive
gains. As soon as they are allowed companies will
want to engage with their employees and their
customers to ensure they ride this latter wave. They
will have product and services that needs selling,
they will have relationships to build before
competitors do, and have forward order books to
complete. No company will want to react to the
opportunity to gain market share by being the one
that chose to wait.
Feeling engaged is evidently good for workers. Most
definitions of engagement describe employees who
are healthier, happier, more fulfilled, or more
motivated. For organisations, research has
repeatedly shown that measures of engagement go
hand in hand with higher performance. More
broadly, other research shows there are positive
relationships between aspects of employee

changes
This change in the UK place of work may be also be
of huge benefit to the business events sector if not
to commercial landlords. The current sentiment is
about making workplaces safe, but this will quickly
evolve into making workplaces effective and
ensuring productivity.
There is no doubt that UK companies agree that
they need to engage with their employees, but if
those employees are working more remotely than in
the past, then events will be the most obvious way
of generating the human interaction needed.
But this working remotely may not be through
choice. The pandemic is allowing companies to
make changes that they may have been considering
longer term.
It may be an initial adverse and short term reaction
but Britain’s largest commercial landlord, Land
Securities reported only 10% of the office space it
owns is being used and warned the change could
become permanent after the lockdown ends, if
employers look to reduce variable costs. This will be
a more popular and productive decision than
making redundancies.
Land Securities collected just 63% of quarterly
rents within 10 days of their March due date, down
from 94% in 2019. Barclays CEO Jes Staley stated
to the BBC that big, expensive offices could be a
“thing of the past” as 70,000 of their staff work
from home and Barclays would need to rethink its
“location strategy”.
Recent announcements by Twitter and other tech
giants have also caught media attention with

suggestion that flexible working will be a new
normal after virus. We believe this may be the case
certainly in the short term.
Amazon - giving employees the option to work from
home until at least October
Facebook - extending work from home until end of
2020, as part of a long-term shift to more remote
working
Google - has extended working from home until the
end of the year
Mastercard - also looking to consolidate global
offices
Microsoft - working from home extended until
October for most employees
Royal Bank of Scotland - staff allowed to work from
home until at least end of September
Twitter - has offered staff the option of working
from home permanently, said chief executive Jack
Dorsey
WPP - the world's biggest advertising agency says
returning to office is to be voluntary and flexible
But what does this mean for events – an increase. If
employees do not meet in the office, then they will
need to meet elsewhere. The opportunity for the
business events industry may only be short term;
but as companies look to simultaneously reduce
costs but also stay engaged with their employees,
then the cost of office rent particularly in central
London – will come under scrutiny, all whilst the
motivations and the need for employees and
customers to meet will increase.

Local favoured?
There is much comment that the leisure industry
will start local travel first, then short haul and
finally long haul coming after.
We are not convinced that distance is how people
necessary purchase. Motivations and reasons to
travel are far more complex and most consumers
take far more local trips to see friends and family
than they do international long haul flights so it is
rather obvious case to suggest local travel will be
purchased first rather than international travel but
this doesn’t mean that international travel will not
be purchased.
The same is true of business events. The reasons
for organising an event are complex and locations
are chosen for many reasons, not just because they
happen to be local. And as there will be increased
scrutiny for ROI, that will mean choosing the most
relevant and best options not just the nearest one.
In addition, there needs to be consideration of what
does local really mean. Most leading companies
that attend and organise business events are
international in their nature and will have offices
and employees located around the world. Even if
they do not it is highly likely they will have
customers outside the UK and will continue to
organise events where it is relevant and most
effective for them to do so.

There is an advantage for those DMO’s promoting
business events to be aware of the wider travel
patterns, how these are changing, how motivations
will influence these changes, what the downsides
are and how business events could be in a better
place to benefit.

Travel policies
Companies initially reacted to the pandemic by
implementing travel guidance and restrictions and
many were driven concurrently with government
advice. Whilst some companies implemented travel
restrictions before the official lockdown started on
March 23rd the UK government Foreign &
Commonwealth Office advice on travel had already
started to be communicated and companies were in
the most part adopting those protocols as has been
the case historically. And it is these protocols that
will determine the point when UK companies will
allow their staff to travel again.

HOW
INDIVIDUAL
MOTIVATIONS
TO TRAVEL WILL
SHAPE
BUSINESS
EVENTS

Sentiment now appears to be around the welfare
and protection of staff and in preparation of
employment spaces to be ‘covid secure. However,
once this new normal has been adopted the harsh
realities of capitalism and a need for a business to
make sustainable profits will become priority.
The UK government will be keen to lift air
restrictions as soon as is safely possible, despite
the media outcry over the 14 day quarantine
suggestions, fully aware of the extent the
restrictions cause to the economic bounce back. If
this productivity for the company involves
employees travelling, then so be it and expect
companies to follow the FCO guidance as most
insurance policies will follow the restrictions
therein.
Whilst there may be a soft touch approach and
understanding of employees’ predicaments now,
once restrictions have eased or lifted then
companies will want to see their employees working
profitably and productively.

A: “I very much doubt it. Anybody

I think if anything..the experience of

who has gone through the torture of

this pandemic, there will be more

Zoom meetings, they really are a

business meetings going forward.

crap experience.

There may be less wasteful internal

Nothing can displace the one on one,

in-house meetings, but I think going

the relationship building, even the

forward the need for people…. we

atmosphere in a meeting, it is

are social beings, we react best

impossible on a tiny screen with 30

when we get together... meet

different participants to get any

people... share a meal, across a

sense of what people are thinking or
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feeling.

hands.
“The technology is essentially crap,

Michael O’Leary
Director & Chief Executive Officer,
Ryan Air

Q: “Will electronic
meetings and
conferences
significantly
reduce
international air
travel?”

the experience is awful and no I
don’t think it will replace business
meetings which will resume as
quickly as possible.”

At the time of writing the current sentiment is for
safety and therefore reducing the spread and cost
to human life of the virus. All HR professionals
spoken with indicate that with regards to people
returning to their workplaces the overriding
concern currently is ensuring a workspace has been
risk assessed to ensure their premises become
‘covid secure. However, once the FCO lift travel
restrictions it will be difficult for employees to
create lasting arguments to refuse to travel.

Individual motivations
Soon though there will be a shift from the hygiene
and social distancing concerns as they become the
new expected level and other personal motivations
will return to importance.
Travel has, and will continue to be, of huge personal
motivation to people. And whilst the business events
industry has at times tried to steer its own direction
away from an association with the travel industry,
business events do use air, hotels and other tourism
products. Whilst the reasons for those uses are
different, the motivations are interlinked. Likewise,
an employee has motivations that do not just switch
to different ones during work hours and they too are
interlinked. It is key to explore those motivations
and the context of how they fit into business events.
Human purchasing decisions are complex and that
includes decisions on how and where to travel.
Whether embarking on a journey for business,
education, service or pleasure, human beings travel
for a rich variety of reasons, but rarely with the sole
objective of satisfying a single need or want.
Instead, travel decisions are influenced by a range
of interconnected factors.
The travel industry had focused on more linear
segmentations such as socio-economic and
geographic criteria, or solely on destination-driven
or date range search. As tourist boards are aware
motivations for travel, social connections, desire for
adventure and spontaneity are all just as important.
Travellers make decisions for many different
reasons, some rational and others more emotional.

The complex web of underlying social and
emotional drivers often collides with the more
considered and rational impulses; and that can
make it difficult to understand traveller
motivations.
Unlike many other industries, travel can inspire
people. But to do that requires a sophisticated
understanding of travellers’ motivations. The
challenge is to present travellers with inspiring and
personalised offers, in a way that can be easily
scaled. But at the same time, travellers want to be
spontaneous and unpredictable. Business events
can deliver those needs and this will remain a
motivation for individuals to attend such events.
Brands and businesses are going to have to find a
way to engage with an employment base who are
not driven by material wealth and extrinsic rewards
but by experiences, flexibility, autonomy, and
purpose. This is a key reason that business events
will play an increasing part in company culture.

How effects on leisure travel
can influence business events
Sentiment to travel remains strong despite the
pandemic. Research in April suggested that a
desire for travel has declined but remains strong
overall. The developing severity of the pandemic
had a notable effect on intention to travel during
the second half of March and appetite for travel
amongst those surveyed declined during the latter
half of the month. The percentage who answered
that they would travel more declined from 19% to
12%. At the same time, those who stated they
would travel less increased from 21% to 39%.
But things are so fluid that such survey accuracy is
short lived.
Research by the authors has suggested that the
future of individual travel will need to revolve
around:
• It is all about personalisation moving forward.
Companies are offering customers a more

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

personalised flexible experience, ensuring they
feel confident and assured about their trip
Customers will initially fell wary so consortia
agencies will have a bigger role to play.
Luxury travellers will still want to make big trips
and will expect more curation around those
trips. They will lean on specialist agencies for
this insight. But they will expect a discount and
value adds.
Holidays will become more private. Private
access to villas, in-room spa treatments –
anything that makes the customer feel secluded
Buyers will either move upmarket because rates
will have reduced, they have the economic
ability and confidence to book at the upper end
of the market or they trade down as they lack
the economic ability or confidence. It is the midmarket that will be the challenge.
Trip volume will come back a lot more readily
than spend – they might not spend as much or
stay for as long, but volume of visits will come
back quickly.
A lot of UK leisure trips were postponed, not
cancelled. DMO’s not being in front of these
buyers will lose them to other destinations that
are promoting how they are managing safety
and security.
OTA area will shrink with consolidation. Perhaps
smaller players in the meta space coming in
under a bigger umbrella.
Consolidation of route maps and airlines
Hotel operations changing with the likes of
Blackstone or Host potentially looking to
purchase smaller independent chains at good
deals. Some consolidation of brands due to a
weakened economic position.

We may see some substitution of destination choice
because of the pandemic. When overseas travel
becomes a possibility, shorter planning times may
push up the cost of short-haul travel, and financial
challenges may make cheaper destinations more
appealing.
Around a third of UK consumers do not anticipate
holiday purchase returning to normal until 2021 or
beyond. The current lockdown makes short-term

travel impractical, but this pessimism suggests
medium term and long-term travel may be
impacted too. With a damaged economy and
potentially normal service not returning until the
end of 2020, Britons are unlikely to book trips even
until perhaps 2021.
However, it takes a lot for Britons to turn their back
on trips abroad and whilst the traditional summer
holiday will look hugely different it appears British
consumers appear to be more positive about travel
than other European countries.
A further opinion is that for domestic tourism
Britons will avoid city breaks or trips to other
crowded areas when the lockdown is removed.
Although all travel may be tentative at first, there is
limited evidence of this concern becoming a reality.
When asked the cities and towns they are likely to
visit in the next two years, the appeal of London
remains high. If there was a significant antipathy
towards busy cities, you would expect to see drops,
and not increases.
Perhaps after over 2 months of social distancing,
Britons are looking forward to being amongst other
people again. A survey by JL Partners for DMG
Media found that after seeing friends and relatives,
and getting a haircut, taking a holiday was the
thing that people were most looking forward to
after lockdown ends. But the same survey suggests
that 23% of public sector and 38% of the private
sector will be worse off financially.
If there is the assumption that travel remains a
great motivator but that individuals’ personal
financial economic wherewithal may restrict ability
to travel, then travel paid for by another source (the
company) will create opportunities welcomed by
individuals.

At the heart of every business event is the attendee.
Without delegates attending there is no event.
Nearly all attendees at business events are there on
behalf of their company or their profession and the
overriding majority are not using their own income
to be there. In the association sector it is respected
that there is some anomaly to this statement with
some delegates paying towards their expense to be
there. However, the underlying motivation in
attending, to increase personal or professional
value, is still the same as the corporate delegate.
Sectors that are performing strongly in financial
growth terms tend to organise more
communication events. The same is true of
associations in industry sectors and successful
events tend to follow successful industry sectors.
Whilst all sectors have been impacted by the
immediate effect of the pandemic there will be
sectors that will be in a better state to emerge from
the pandemic quicker. There will also be sectors
that will have used the pandemic as an opportunity
to bring forward change. Essentially though
industry sectors are at the mercy of the consumer
and whilst consumer spending remains flat or
reduced all sectors will be awaiting the reduction of
social distancing and an ability for consumers to
start spending more.

HOW DIFFERENT

This section will explore the following sectors that
historically been a principal organiser of events:

INDUSTRY

Pharma & Healthcare

SECTORS WILL

Automotive

Financial Services

EMERGE FROM

Energy and Utilities

THE PANDEMIC

Consumer goods

Telecoms and IT

Creative and media

Pharma & Healthcare
Whilst pharmaceutical companies might be
somewhat more resilient to the pandemic impact
than some other sectors, they are not completely
immune to future challenges.
They have a rare opportunity to change their
perception with consumers. The concerns of
corporate greed, the over prescription of drugs and
a governance structure that critics feel is selfappointed and hardly impartial can be set firmly in
the past. But only if the major pharma companies
are seen to be working together, in the initial phase
to find a vaccine, and in the mid to long term to
help create a more equitable health system.
However, with a decrease in consumer spending
there will be pressure on household budgets to
purchase cheaper unbranded goods which will
impact on pharma and life sciences earnings. So,
pharma companies will need to ensure they are
promoting themselves and being seen as a key part
of the healthcare industry. We expect to see greater
emphasis put on communications and live events as
part of that as the sector demonstrates a kindlier
approach to collaboration for the greater good.
There will be an increase in how pharma companies
and healthcare in general adopt greater digital
interactions between patients, and both the private
healthcare and NHS customer. This will involve
upskilling and communicating to employees and
customers. This will create a short to mid-term
increase in training and communication
requirements.
We expect, like in other sectors, a change in
distribution. The onset of the pandemic raised
concerns regarding ability to get certain basic
drugs through international supply chains. Even
drugs like paracetamol became in short supply due
to a reliance on single markets for raw materials or
manufacturing. We believe pharma companies will
react to this and plan to regionalise their
manufacturing and therefore mitigate risk in their
supply chains further. This may have a regional
effect on how certain business events operate with

more regional events, due to more activity, which
may increase opportunities for destinations.
With regards to attending medical congresses
organised by B2B or Associations we foresee huge
uplift in this area. There will be knowledge sharing
on the back of the pandemic. Currently
governments and media are locked in a blame
game however as the lessons are learnt from the
pandemic it will be the pharma and healthcare
industries that are the ones that will communicate
those findings. Those companies that were deemed
to have worked collaboratively and helped develop
future vaccines or medicines will want to share the
secrets of their success. As new preventative
measures are introduced it will again be the
pharma industry that will be central to that
communication. If they have rebuilt trust with the
public, which will be their key ambition, then expect
greater emphasis put on medical associations and
education. Pharma companies will want to
demonstrate their agility to their shareholders and
their ability through better engagement with
government drug administration bodies to get
more product to market more efficiently and
maintain reduced future barriers.
There will also be more collaboration between the
public and private healthcare systems and
providers to both. The pandemic has seen new
working practices being forced through with
immediate necessity and these have since
demonstrated to have been not quite so difficult as
people first thought. This future collaboration we
believe will lead to more communication and
learning, delivered through events and through
associations.
There are an estimated 45-50,000 employees in the
sector. Wider healthcare employs approximately 4
million. The International Labour Organisation have
created a RAG rating for jobs that are at risk from
the pandemic. Healthcare and pharma industry jobs
are rated as at Low risk.

Financial Services
In the last financial crisis, the blame was firmly put
at the door of the financial institutions. This crisis
is not their fault and they have an opportunity to
come of the pandemic with an enhanced reputation.
Essentially, they can use this period to reassess
their systems and products. They can spend time
not chasing new accounts and mitigate losing
accounts as during the pandemic such switching
will be less common as consumers strain to achieve
credit worthiness.
The sector is in far better health than in 2008 with
UK banks holding more than three times the levels
of capital as they did then.
Banks though have been operating with squeezed
margins for several years and growth was minimal.
Lending will no doubt fall, despite the government
bounce back loans, as consumers will reign in
spending.
Many financial companies will use the pandemic as
an excuse to drive through change. This will see
closures of branches as we witness quicker
adoption of technology. Systems have now replaced
the need for branches and there is the valid excuse
that the customer has now got used to a different
way of utilising the bank – changes which may have
taken consumers years to accept have now been
adopted within weeks. Banks will transform their
cost base but at the same time be wary of
customers’ needs. It is also a sector where a large
percentage of staff can work from home. Like in the
1980s when banks moved administration staff out
of London to the UK regions, we see a similar
pattern of high cost office space no longer being
required. The companies that deliver the most
effective digital experience and are seen to support
their customers will come out of this the strongest.
This will not happen immediately, and we expect a
great deal of stakeholder activity and product roll
out. The new products in financial services will also
lead to new sales targets, and therefore travel
incentive opportunities, in a sector that due to PPI

and other mis-selling, had lost reputation for such
incentive schemes. We expect to see them return.
There are an estimated 625,000 UK workers in the
financial services sector. The jobs at risk rating is
Medium.
Banks do have some challenges though with
regards to credit loss and moribund growth of
lending. The housing market will stagnate for some
time and whilst re-mortgaging will drive some
aspects of growth, there will be lower volume of
lending. Notwithstanding the government
mandated schemes borrowing will decrease from
its current levels which will affect bank margins.
In the insurance sector we foresee digital
transformation being accelerated as well. There will
be a greater need for flexibility. There will be an
obvious increase in healthcare insurance and there
is a likelihood that the increased death rate will
affect life insurers. Refunds for cancelled events in
the UK particularly Euro 2020, Wimbledon will
create significant costs for some general insurance
companies.
Consumers will also be more discerning having
been annoyed by discovering the exemptions
around pandemics protected by the small print of
policies. There will be ongoing legal challenges to
interpretations. There will be a need for a change in
policy wording which will create activity. The events
industry has been impacted hugely with events
insurance value also being questioned. Buyers will
try to put the onus back to venues and suppliers
however with increased demand venues can resist
such pressures.
We believe that there will be an increase in B2B
educational conferences as new legislation,
whether statute or through the courts, and new
insurance product will need to be communicated.

Automotive
The short term affects for the automotive industry
will be immense. Few people will be buying a new
car whilst in lockdown. April new car sales dropped
97%.
When lockdown eases it would reasonable to expect
some immediate purchase – partially due to the
timing of UK car registrations and the typical lease
and personal contract purchase plans expiring.
However, with a lack of confidence in the future it is
unlikely many will be rushing to make a sizeable
purchase. The industry will face a period of low
demand and will have to react accordingly. As the
UK (and global) economy continues in a downward
trajectory there will also be a high fall in the level
of productivity.
We expect buyers to be dream looking at vehicles
for future sales and expect the digital channels of
car viewing and purchasing to expand. Those
dealers and manufacturers able to create those
future dreams will be in a stronger position than
the traditional car dealership.
There will be savings though. Large scale brand
activations and advertising spend particularly
through sporting events will have been on hold or
cancelled so the car companies will, we anticipate,
emerge with stock to shift at the end of the year
but with marketing budgets to support.
Manufacturers will need to engage their
dealerships and help them sell the stock, so we
expect travel incentives for individual purchasers to
be an emerging product.
The automotive industry will, like the pharma
sector, revaluate its supply chain. The drive for
better pricing had simple benefits as did the lack of
cost of storage of parts by relying on a ‘just in time’
manufacturing process. However, with fractures in
global supply chains we see car manufacturers
diversifying their supply chain and geographical
reliance. This will create new events opportunities.

In the same way that commercial real estate will be
impacted by potential increase in working from
home, car use will change. Commuting by car may
decrease and electric vehicles will gain greater
usage. There will be a delay whilst consumers think
of an electric purchase which will allow
infrastructure developments in the UK to gain
greater speed and then be ready for what we expect
could be a surge in demand.
This could be a positive in a what is a fairly bleak
outlook for the automotive events sector and even
more so for the event agencies who specialise in
the industry and rely on product launches and
incentive schemes.
There are over 600,000 employees in the
automotive sector through manufacture, sales and
after sales service. The jobs at risk rating is High.

Energy and Utilities
The energy and utilities sector will be less impacted
than many other sectors. The marketplace has for
many years seen pricing wars and volatile
fluctuations.
Demand will have dropped through the pandemic
as businesses have scaled back or stopped their
operations. Household energy bills will have
increased through the pandemic due to increased
working from home and home schooling and
energy consumption will have dropped.
One aspect that will have decreased during the
pandemic is bill switching. As is the case in
telecoms there is a higher likelihood that
consumers will have stuck with the current provider
whilst the pandemic runs. This will create an
opportunity for providers to increase sales once the
restrictions lift.
There will also be a need to create new products for
the marketplace. If more people are to be working
from home in the future, we expect variable tiered
products, akin to Economy 7, introduced as the
energy companies strive to grow a customer base.
This will create communication events initially and
then incentive and other business events.
The sector was able to quickly adapt to the
lockdown with service staff working from home and
support services were moved back to the UK.
The sector very quickly introduced technological
advancements and were able to test them for
customers at a time that customer sentiment to
errors was understanding. Some energy and utility
companies will emerge from this much stronger to
pick up additional customers than others.
There will be some regulatory hurdles soon to iron
out, but this will allow the sector to revise its plans
and bring forward cleaner low emission energy.
The drop in emissions caused by the drop in energy
demand and the new work from home norm will
give energy providers a combined opportunity.

Whilst most would agree that lower emissions are
an improvement and desire them from a home
energy provider, it is less likely that employees are
aware of their employers’ energy provider.
As a result, demand for greener energy, and its use,
will increase. This segment of the energy industry is
more protected from pricing changes due to
government subsidy payments. So new products
will emerge and with new products comes more
communication and events.
There are 350,000 employees in the energy and
utilities sector. The risk rating for jobs in the sector
is Low.

Telecoms and IT
There were immediate concerns that the sector
would not be able to deliver as millions of workers
started to work from home. However, the doom
mongering of the UK’s supposed inability to have
decent speed broadband has been unfounded. What
the pandemic and the concern brought sharply into
focus is that the sector is a critical infrastructure
for the future of the economy.
However, whilst the industry has been buoyed there
will be a sharp decline in economic activity with
next to no retail activity and there will be delays to
infrastructure.
That said historically telecoms is a high priority and
not one that consumers are likely to give up.
Like the energy sector the switching of providers
has decreased sharply during the pandemic.
Although that may be short lived.
And like the Energy sector we foresee a radical
change in how employees purchase IT for home
use. Some of this will be of benefit for the sector
but some will not. Telecoms and IT products are
considered one of the most inefficient and wasteful
areas of company assets – many companies have
far more product, and quality of product, than they
need and rental contracts for telecoms are often
costlier due to a company unwillingness to chop
and change providers in the same way individuals
will. Changes will be both positive and negative.
Whilst the network increase has been remarkable,
we believe this will not create any additional
demand for 5G roll out. However, we also believe
that retailers will be offering upgrade plans to 5G
to offset a drop in product sales. And, like energy,
we foresee tiered variable plans for those working
at home to become common place.
An increase in product offerings and training
required will offer an opportunity for more business
events. This is also a sector that the vast majority
can and will continue to work from home.
Elsewhere the Twitter, Facebook, Google move to

allow people to work from home indefinitely has
been covered and whilst they have announced
initial meeting bans or limitations, they will have
the urge to get their employees together.
There will also be opportunity through the roll out
of 5G. Whilst there may not be the immediate
demand, the government will see it as an
opportunity to kick start infrastructure projects to
help build the economy. We do not think there will
be any delay in 5G network development.
There will be a need for faster communications and
with technology through location apps playing an
important part in identifying virus carriers we see
little resistance to increased infrastructure. It can
be promoted as beneficial to healthcare, transport
logistics and general industry productivity.
There will also be a large amount of merger and
acquisition in the sector. Many smaller companies
have invested in health tech and smart city
applications but now face a dearth of future
funding from investment markets. This investment
and security may come from being acquired by
larger companies.
Telecoms and IT changes and activity, we believe
will create substantial opportunities for business
events providers. Agencies on company rosters will
benefit, and as explored elsewhere, this will help
those larger events agencies, able to offer a cross
company and multi-level product, to secure
additional events and travel spend. There will also
be increased association activity and commercial
conferences and exhibitions in the sector.
The sector employs in excess of 300,000 people.
The risk to jobs is Medium.

Consumer goods and retail
We see several correlations between consumers
demand for goods and their demands for travel.
They will strive to gain assurance of quality and of
safety but also of authenticity and a supply chain
that ensures availability.
There will be minimal impact on some consumer
goods companies through the pandemic. Grocery
and other sales will have increased so the providers
will have a stronger balance sheet. They will need
to invest in delivering solutions for the new
demands of consumers.
This will be particularly acute in changing of supply
chains. Companies will look to ensure, like in other
sectors, that they are not wholly exposed to one
area of the world in case of future pandemics. This
has been an abrupt learning curve for many. The
issue of trust has been spoken of greatly during the
pandemic and companies that can demonstrate
transparent working practices, and show that they
are not taking safety, particularly health related,
risks through cost cutting will see brand loyalty.
This brand loyalty and trust will be demonstrated
through marketing channels and events will form
part of that mix. Brands will want to ensure they
remain centre stage, engaging with their customers
both wholesale and retail.
We consider that this enforced readjustment will
give marketeers an opportunity to try some
enforced experiments with their marketing spend.
We may see some vastly different type of event
sponsorships, and brands being less brash and
aggressive. We may see the use of social media
influencers diminish as the issues of trust are
difficult to decree and instead more brand
ambassador roles created. This will create an
opportunity for the events industry as events can
be seen as a live extension and thereby wholly
authentic.

There will also be active mergers and acquisitions
in the sector. Some brands will not survive the
crisis, not through a lack of demand for their
products but through their inability to deliver
available products. This in turn will create a
buoyant events market as companies will be keen
to integrate employees and supply chains and will
need to communicate strongly to these
stakeholders. Those companies with reserves of
cash will be able to generate greater market share
at some startlingly good value.
The retail industry has had a massive shock, yet
many will see this as only hastening the challenges
of high street survival as it would have looked quite
different in a few short years anyhow.
Some retailers of course have continued through
the pandemic and will come of it with improved
cash reserves. They will now start to look to the
future to benefit from changing consumer trends.
Retailers too, like the brands they sell, will want to
demonstrate their brand authenticity and a
collective responsibility to employees and
customers. Once restrictions have decreased, we
see retailers once again being the beating heart of
a community.
This alone will not help the events industry, and
most non-food retailers will suffer a huge loss of
business during the year, with little chance to pick
up sales once restrictions ease. However certain
sectors will fare better than others, but clothing will
suffer.
Brands in skincare, nutrition, fitness, personally
hygiene, home improvements, tech and digital are
all forecasted for significant growth, so we foresee
increase supply chain engagement from companies
in these sectors leading to increased presence at
exhibitions and consumer events.

Creative and media
The advertising sector has suffered a sharp
decrease due to the pandemic.
This pandemic and lockdown will have dramatic
effects on all aspects of marketing and advertising,
from those dependent on its spending to the
companies that produce the adverts themselves.
The pandemic has helped to accelerate the change
from advertising in mainstream media to digital,
which means the industry has had to react ever
more quickly to a changing landscape whilst in the
middle of an economic meltdown.
ITV, the UKs leading commercial TV channel, saw
adverting revenues decrease by 42% in April as
some consumer brands reduced advertising spend.
DMGT, owners of the Daily Mail and Metro
newspapers, reported a 23% drop in revenues in
April.
On this basis it could be an assumption that there
is a correlation to the events industry, but we
believe the figure is not wholly reflective.
Brands will not cease activity but will change the
frequency. Advertising and marketing industries
have long games, and they will be concerned that
consumers will not. Companies with solid welldefined brands will not let them die off in a short
term recession.
This is prevalent in the automotive industry where
sales dropped by 97% in April, but adverts are still
appearing. This marketing activity bodes well for
the business events sector as much marketing
spend has been paused in readiness for when the
market picks up. If spend had continued regardless
and the continuing slump in sales performance
continued, we would have greater concern for the
events sector as budget would have been depleted
yet future income not made.
In this respect, some companies are treating this
pandemic as an economic shock like others they
have been through in the past. But this gives the

sector a chance to accelerate some patterns that
had been emerging pre-pandemic.
The ITV and DMGT figures reflect what was already
a gradual move away from traditional outlets such
as TV, radio and newspapers. Advertising in these
mediums has moved online and into social media.
There is an argument to suggest that if brands
move away from advertising, they will look to
experiential events not least as this will match the
mood for more salubrious product promotion.
What should be of concern to the events sector is
that whilst media companies will divulge and shift
their business models as demand for advertising
changes, the pandemic will also shift the
consumers expectations of advertising. This will
have an affect on the creative sector.
The creative sector business model has been to
produce high quality advertising with cinemas level
production values often with celebrity
endorsement. With a softer human approach to life
brought on by the pandemic together with
consumers demand for transparency and trust we
may show that the consumer does not want the
Hollywood levels of production. Simple, especially
online, might be better. Plus, if brands can get the
same results by spending less on creative, they will.
We envisage that such production levels may also
be reflected in the events that are produced in the
sector. Less budget will be dedicated to producing
the seamless speech from the CEO, for all of 2
minutes, and replaced with a less ostentatious and
more wholesome down to earth approach. This will
impact those agencies in the sector who have relied
on higher margins in production to offset the
smaller margins in the logistics and
accommodation booking business. Again, it will
benefit venues who have a ready backdrop, or
production levels in house, that can deliver a good
enough experience and we envisage theatre and
concert venues entering the events space to drive
additional revenue.

The UK has been a leading aviation pioneer. It is
home to the world’s second largest aviation
industry and has developed some of the most
innovative and extraordinary aircraft from vertical
take-off jets to Concorde.
London Heathrow is one of the world’s busiest and
foremost airports, Gatwick also in the European top
10, and between them carry more passengers than
any other country in Europe. Southwest can claim
to be the first low cost airline, but Ryan Air and
EasyJet can lay claim to perfecting the model.
European airlines delivered a 6.2% growth in EBIT
in 2018 and $6.75 per passenger profit.
Ryan Air and EasyJet carried more international
passengers than any other airline followed by
Emirates, Lufthansa and British Airways and there
were over 250,000,000 passenger movements from,
to and within the UK in 2018 - over 50 million more
that the second placed European country, Germany.

Stalled
The UK aviation industry overnight stalled. But no
worse than anywhere else as the pandemic has
created the decline and it is not of the airlines own
doing.

UK AVIATION
RESILIENCE

Historically we have seen several incidences from
9/11 to Icelandic volcanoes that have illustrated
the fragility of the airline industry. When planes
stop flying the financial problems of an unused
asset soon become apparent. The Icelandic ash
cloud lost airlines an estimated $1.4 billion in
passenger revenue. Early estimates suggest they
will have lost $315 billion in revenue through this
pandemic.
The early headlines were dominated by Richard
Branson and Virgin Atlantic – however they are a
small player in the global airline industry. Whilst
Ryan Air, EasyJet and British Airways rank in the
top 5 of international airline carries for passenger
numbers, Virgin Atlantic do not rank in the top 25.
The announcement to retire their 747 fleet has only
brough forward the retirement of an aircraft with

an average age of 19 years and, as was announced
in April 2019, was to be retired by 2021 anyway.
Flybe’s collapse should not be blamed on the
pandemic as they had been financially struggling
for several years.
However, is going to be a difficult period. If the UK
GDP drops by 10% over the course of 2020 then
airline GVA could drop by as much as 65%.
There has been initial media outcry of the delays in
refunds to passengers with inference that airlines
cannot afford to pay the refunds. Another reason is
more pragmatic; in a typical month Ryan Air
handles 10,000 refund requests but now has 50
million refunds to process. Together with reduced
number of staff it will just take longer.

Recovery
The recovery will be gradual for airlines as it is a
highly technical, regulated, and specialised
industry. Consumers may be watching their budgets
and it may be a while until some who have been
furloughed or been made redundant think of
holidays. However, there are many consumers who
will emerge from the pandemic having spent less
on consumer goods and less on commuting.
Which routes to fly will be the key decision to make
for airlines. If oil prices stay low this will make
some marginal routes more profitable. Airlines will
be studying carefully the most economically viable
routes for them to operate post pandemic. Some
routes that were profitable with high paying
business class seats may see a sharp decrease in
revenue, and we expect to see flight prices increase
to reflect the level of different cabin demand.
Fewer routes are inevitable, and job losses, and this
will funnel customers towards the larger airports.
This will benefit the flag carriers. We believe they
will further benefit by competitors leaving certain
routes which will then open more opportunities for
landing slots and for those flag carriers to attract
better talent on non-legacy terms to the company.
We will also see airports being more competitive
and offering greater incentives.

Airlines will also use the pandemic to look at their
costs and reduce them. Ryan Air are looking to
reduce 15% of their total workforce, British Airways
25%, and EasyJet up to 30%. And others will follow.
Many airlines were perhaps operating quite
inefficiently already so the pandemic will bring
forward decisions regarding cost base. The
transformation in the industry was overdue and the
pandemic perhaps is the sharp shock needed.
The pandemic will also speed up airline
consolidation. Larger airlines with healthy balance
sheets and cash reserves will be able to acquire
businesses or the assets of smaller competitors.
Airlines and airports will have to work closely
together to ensure consumers trust using them.
Both will have to work collaboratively to build trust
by demonstrating that they have developed and are
using new hygiene safety features. Some airport
and airlines have demonstrated this immediately
with temperature recording – we see this becoming
common place long after the pandemic as
consumers (and employees) will not want to fly in
planes with other people who are unwell. Though
airports will benefit from greater spend as time
spent at airports will increase.

Green concerns
A highly emotive stance has been caused by the
issue of “flygskam”. We see this affecting domestic
air travel rather than international air travel.
People will still want to explore and go on holidays
and to get there as efficiently as possible. However,
we expect government taxes to increase for
domestic flights to encourage use of other forms of
transport.
It is going to be an exceedingly difficult few years
with many of the 210,000 employees in the scheme
being at a High risk of job loss. But aviation travel
has enjoyed years of growth and whilst the
pandemic will curtail this growth it will not stop a
desire to travel.

The manner how business events are purchased in
the UK is very fragmented with many different
levels. Different reports suggest different values for
the sector and the importance or not of agencies
and other intermediaries.
In recent years, the travel management companies
have used their financial muscle to enter the
market at the top. American Express, CWT, BCD all
now have entered the market with sizeable
purchases and gained immediate top 10 market
share positions.
But the UK agency market is hugely fragmented
with over 1,200 agencies of less than 3 staff, and
even top 50 agencies (ranked by C&IT Magazine in
their Top 50 agencies report) frequently have less
than 100 staff and in some cases single figure
numbers of staff.

Immediate challenge

IMPACT ON THE
EVENT BUYER,
ORGANIZER
AND PURCHASE
CHANNELS

The challenge that many agencies will be facing is
the immediate drop in business. Historically drop in
volume of events has led to agency failures because
of a reliance on one industry sector, or a reliance
on a specific client. The drop now is across every
industry sector – and agencies rely on companies
creating events and, in most cases, are not
themselves the event creator.
Agencies have been helping clients with
cancellation terms of their 2020 events and
planning them for 2021. Whilst this will have given
the agencies future income it will not replace the
lost income in 2020.
The UK government job retention scheme will have
helped many of the larger agencies where many
staff will have been furloughed yet because of the
comparatively low wages of the sector still received
a high proportion of their salaries. The immediate
financial challenge has therefore to some extent
been postponed.

Postponed for how long
Unfortunately, the challenge though has only been
deferred. Many agencies appear to rely on short
term cash flow – the Hotel Booking Agents
Association very early into the pandemic raised
issues on behalf of its members as to hotels and
venues withholding commission payments. Some
agencies have since suggested they should be paid
commission at the time of confirmation rather than
consumption. Such evidence suggests that many
agencies are therefore existing on tight margins
and will not be able to survive the drop in cash flow.
It should be noted there are, like in leisure travel
agencies, disparities amongst the agencies in the
business events sector. Some work on client fees
for delivery, others on commission, some on
commission of a ‘bill back’ scheme; but without live
events taking place they all share the challenge of
having a seriously reduced revenue stream. The
major cost for all agencies is staff. Analysis of
HMRC financial filings from a cross section of
agencies suggests staff compensation ratios
amounting to over 70% is not untypical and very
low corporation tax payments in comparison with
number of staff employed, again suggesting tight
margins and a low profit per employee ratio.
Those on a fee basis may have been able to
furlough staff on a specific account whilst activity
and fixed fee pauses and therefore mitigate their
costs to a large degree. Those on a fee basis may
well have delivered virtual events for clients in
place of live events and whilst potentially not as
profitable some agencies will be in a better place to
deliver. The creation of high-quality digital events is
not without significant costs and many agencies
wishing to enter that space as a short-term reaction
to find revenue streams will not have been able to
develop the necessary tools. The multi-media
agencies with those skills and without a reliance on
revenue from commission will not be the losers in
this pandemic.

In fact, the clamour to do virtual events shows the
importance of companies needing to continue to
engage with employees.
That said the “zoombinisation” backlash suggests
that companies will want to do these events face to
face as soon as possible.
Those on a commission only basis will have a sharp
fall of income for several months and without cash
reserves we believe a number of them will not
survive. Venues will not be quicker to pay
commissions and cash flow will be a major problem
for mid-size agencies.
Many smaller agencies that are owner managed
may well be able to hibernate through the loss of
income, however their structure and salary
payments will dictate as to how they can benefit
from the job retention scheme. The job retention
scheme only pays a proportion of salary and not for
other earnings. It is not an uncommon practice for
owners of small companies to pay themselves a
smaller salary and then other earnings through
dividends, bonuses, and company profits. These do
not qualify for the job retention scheme.
Freelancers also make up a large part of the event
delivery channel and likewise the sharp and
unforeseen drop in revenue will have a substantial
personal impact on them. Again, depending on
their personal tax structure there may be some
saving grace from the job retention scheme.
However, in the short and mid-term we expect the
freelancer model to change substantially as
freelancers may prefer the safety net of being a
designated employee despite the lack of flexibility
that entails.
This will increase staffing costs for the agencies
that engage them, and these costs will have to be
absorbed or passed on to the client. We expect the
latter will be the first option as the margins are
already tight, so hotels will be expected to reduce
prices further to bring overall budgets down.
However, we expect to see hotels resisting this and
believe that through better understanding brought
on by the pandemic they will have become more

aware of the overall client investment in an event
and will be more bullish. There could be some
stand-off between agencies and those hotels with
whom they have preferred agreements.

It is not just agencies
The agency market seems to have dominated much
of the attention in business events for some time.
Much media activity appears to centre on them;
trade shows, forums and other face to face events
tend to use the names of attending agencies as a
benchmark as to the level and validity of the
attendee in order to promote their event.
Agencies though are not the dominant source in
the market. The combined events turnover figures
of the top 10 UK agencies is £400 million. When
compared with the Business Visits & Events
Partnership UK Events report of an estimated £31
billion of direct business events spend in 2019 they
register only 1.3% of the total. Therefore, a great
deal of business events must be organised outside
of the agency influence.
Business to business conference and expo
organisers appear far more dominant.
This is illustrated by Clarion Events who had a
group turnover of over £340 million alone in 2018
and by Informa who announced on 10th March they
were cancelling over 100 events worth £450 million
due to the pandemic. It should be noted that these
figures are not direct event spend into venues
themselves, but generated figures from organising
events, however the figures do not include
accompanying accommodation and other delegates
spend. We expect to see theses commercial
organisers bounce back more quickly than agency
procured events. Companies will be happier to send
employees to events organised by others initially as
they reengineer their own marketing disciplines.
The commercial event organisers will have also
been able to keep revenues coming in through
adopting events from an existing hybrid model to a
full virtual one. Whilst incomes would not be
comparable, they will still have ensured continuity
and an ability to bounce back more quickly.

Events that use convention and exhibition centres
take place in more controllable and flexible venues.
We believe as the pandemic recedes, but a need for
social distancing measures remain, that exhibition
centres will see the benefit. We expect to see a lot
more fringe events pop up alongside existing trade
exhibitions.
The UK remains the base for over 820 International
Associations and a healthy provider of international
association meetings and this market should
remain buoyant.
We also expect a lot more association events to
grow with fringe events alongside because they use
modern exhibitions space. Smarter hybrid
opportunities will create distinct value for those
attending the events in person rather than the
replacement model so we expect to see association
led events grow in numbers but there may be some
consolidation of associations in same sectors
reducing overall numbers of events.
Associations will have challenges with retaining
memberships, particularly those paid for by the
individual, but different sectors will be impacted
more than others. Those associations that offer
education and accredited professional education
will have other revenue streams during 2020. Many
associations have already taken this education
online so as to offer a year-round solution to
members, however an annual (or other regular)
convention remains an important part of their
administration, collective knowledge sharing,
benefit of membership and income generation.
Those associations in a fallow year of a bi-annual
rotation we believe will have little, if any, impact on
their audience engagement.
Historically associations also do not get an
overriding number of members participate in their
main annual event. Often only a small percentage
take part and the audience itself is often heavily
dominated by non-members. From research
completed in 2019 this was a 61/39 split; so even if
membership levels decrease for an association it
does not necessarily undermine the viability of the

event and if anything increases the financial
importance.
We expect associations to be influencers in getting
their professional sector communities to galvanize
and to be together at live events.
They will have risks to overcome so we fully
anticipate many associations to make bold and
decisive decisions to protect revenues. Some with
short term financial challenges may take their
events virtual and others will do events such as
AGM’s online as well. However, sponsors, the
principal source of income, will want face to face
interaction. We do foresee aspects of the congress,
such as the AGM, becoming more of a virtual
experience as this will reduce cost and the need for
a sizeable plenary that is often not utilised again.
We see hybrid extensions of these events becoming
the norm and those venues that can facilitate and
ease this aspect will benefit.
We expect to see more companies turn to
associations in their sectors, particularly those
offering certified personnel development, to deliver
more training opportunities for their employees.
Puzzlingly we also expect to see associations shift
back away from their virtual model to a more hybrid
one for such training and at the same time create
greater value for those attending by increasing the
value of the live event participation for them. We
envisage associations working closer with PCO’s on
improved content and creating year-round revenue
streams from events and mitigating the reliance on
single large events. However, accommodation
commissions will not be a source of revenue as
attendees will be under stringent accommodation
buying policies after the pandemic to ensure
company or establishment insurance protocols are
adhered to.

The use of venue finding online
Whilst this has grown as a tool in recent years, we
expect to see a shift in use. With concerns over
contracts and safety we see a number of platforms
still being used for search. However, we envisage a

decrease in the amount of actual bookings made
through them as corporate planners will need the
personal and expert advice on individual contracts.
We also envisage hotels not responding as willingly
to RFPs through these platforms because they will
be having increased human interaction for leads
and are able to better gauge client expectations
and likelihood of conversion of those.
This then becomes a vicious circle for the platforms
as they are unable to demonstrate ROI and
essentially end up competing with Google and
TripAdvisor.
However, we do not envisage this to be a long- term
pattern as confidence will return and the
perception of risks will reduce. This will result in
companies being more prepared to take on the
risks without the need for human advice.

The future agency landscape
Much for the same reasons why the leisure
intermediary agencies will benefit, our research
suggests that once confidence has returned in the
ability to travel, the issue of financial confidence
will be a major factor in helping corporates return
to organising business events.
It is our opinion that the agency sector will
significantly grow post pandemic.
• Event organisers will initially feel wary of
organising events particularly from the fall out
of cancellations and postponements so expert
middlemen will have a bigger role to play.
Expect more corporations, associations and B2B
conference organisers to turn to expert agencies
to assist particularly in the detail of legal
contracting.
• They will lean on specialist agencies for this
insight. But they will expect protection through
escrow or client accounts, ATOL and other
bonding schemes. Some smaller agencies will
struggle to offer this, and the larger agencies
will be better placed to benefit.

• Exclusive use of hotels and venues will become
more prevalent and venues will need to reduce
the buyout costs to win this business. Agencies
that have the financial clout to offer bill back to
clients will benefit as venue/hotel finance
controllers will not be as exposed in terms of
payment.
• Buyers will either move upmarket because rates
will have reduced, they have the economic
ability and confidence to book at the upper end
of the market or they trade down as they lack
the economic ability or confidence. Just as in
the leisure industry it is the mid-market that will
be the challenge.
• Agencies that exist on commission will struggle
to make profitable returns if their clients move
from mid-market to a more budget choice.
Unfortunately, by offering a ‘free’ service where
the commission is inextricably linked to the
client spend means if the latter reduces so does
the commission.
• There are hugely polarised views on duration
and volume. Some suggest that the number of
events will come back a lot more readily than
the spend – they might not spend as much or
stay for as long, but volume of events will come
back quickly. Others proffer a completely
different scenario in that there will be longer
but fewer events perhaps to reduce amount of
time travelling and therefore decrease any risks
from the lack of social distancing.
• Agencies will shrink in terms of numbers with
consolidation but will get larger. Some will not
survive. Perhaps smaller players in the
aggregator markets will join under umbrella
consortia. DMCs will struggle to demonstrated
added value and their mark ups will come under
closer scrutiny.
• Agencies will need to offer proper protection of
client money. Closer analysis of what the agency
earns, particularly commission based, will be
commonplace. Any practice of claiming
commission on cancellation fees will cease.
• As agencies shrink the normal opportunity for
departing staff to start up boutique agencies

will not be as prevalent due to the requirements
of agencies to offer financial protection of
clients’ money rather than just creative ideas.
• If more hotels come under the franchise,
management, or ownership of the larger chains
there may be an expansion of the reduced
commission model adopted in the US.
There is every confidence that business will bounce
back as the needs for events will increase in the UK
corporate market. Demand may outstrip supply so
for hotels with cash reserves and in a bullish
position this may give them an opportunity to
satisfy buyer demand for reduced rate but protect
their margins by stripping costs such as
commission.

Where will buyers look for their
inspiration
Buyers will be requiring concise information and
transparency. This offers a huge opportunity for
destinations, and suppliers within those
destinations, to position themselves as the go to
resource with regards to ‘covid secure’ facilities.
Destinations can establish or use quality control
schemes accrediting venues that adhere to the best
practices although international hotel chains will
we believe lead the way with systems in this regard.
However, this is not a service that buyers will
expect to be paying for so DMC and other private
sector suppliers may need to consider this as an
investment in their service product.
We fully expect the role of destination marketing
organisations to morph into the role many used to
previously play in destination management as well.

‘MICE’ Trade Expos
Whilst 2020 will be a difficult time for trade shows
we see these remaining a popular focus point for
the industry. That said we do note that they only
attract a small percentage of buyers in the global
marketplace for events so we see the organisers

concentrating their efforts further on gaining high
quality attendees.
They are in a strong place to do this as they can
look to revamp and build up their education
sessions and bring more speakers and educators
from outside the events sector to further attract a
higher quality of buyer. We envisage business
events sector specific initiatives fading in popularity
as more global standards are adopted and buyers
are more aware of the value.
Of course, delivering education at a trade expo can
be counterproductive and take buyers out of the
exhibition hall meaning exhibitors lose valuable
time with the buyers. We therefore see a more
funnelled affect and a need for exhibitors to change
the way they approach these expos. With reduced
budgets many exhibitors will have greater ROI
goals and we envisage the trade expos organisers
changing their structures from a reliance on pre-set
appointments to increasing engagement
opportunities throughout the period of the expo.

Mice Trade associations
Associations in the sector will have severe financial
implications. They are at risk of suffering
membership contraction and numbers attending
their events reducing significantly. With the risk of
none of the major trade expos taking place in 2020
many of the associations will lose an opportunity to
increase membership numbers, sponsorship
opportunities and profile-raising events.
The trade associations will have an opportunity to
become experts in the new expectations and
counsel both suppliers and buyers through the
changing event dynamic. However, this will present
the associations a quandary in that they will be
unable to restrict supplying benefits to nonmembers which further erodes the membership
value and therefore income. They will also need to
invest quickly and smartly and this is often difficult
for associations to do because of the decisionmaking process of voluntary boards.

Some of the industry associations have significant
reliance channels of income through publications
and events. These will be impacted. The timing of
the pandemic may have fallen more fortunately for
them than other associations and a financial
windfall from an event in the 1st quarter was still
realised.
Others though, particularly those in niche parts of
the industry and without the financial reserves to
invest in new product, will suffer. Without audited
and transparent products to sell they will be relying
on a depleted industry community to support and
promote them. Many are reliant on sponsorship
support from a narrow source of suppliers and in
many cases the sponsors relate to those on the
board of the association itself. Unfortunately, we
see such networks failing as suppliers will have an
increased need to secure business and with
reduced marketing budgets will need to look at
what will drive sales for them.
We therefore see a consolidation in the events
association sector.

Trade Publications and Forums
Certainly, within the UK, market there has been
consolidation already. Northstar Travel Group
purchased The Meetings Show and The Business
Travel Show in April 2019, and swiftly followed up
with the media purchase of CAT Media in October.
The media had already transformed into organising
their own events as traditional advertising revenues
have decreased and we see this as a continued
trend. We believe thought that these will be a
difficult sell not least as hotels and other suppliers
will have decreased marketing budgets for the
foreseeable future and there will be question marks
over the buyers’ ability to attend.
Set up costs for the forum organisers have been
historically low with destinations keen to host them
as a showcase of their facilities. Much of the
physical cost of the forums has been sponsored by
destinations, by hotels and other suppliers.

We see this practice sharply reducing. Not only
because of reduced budgets in the sector but more
importantly as suppliers wish to gain control of the
buyers that they will invest in hosting.
Partly driven by stakeholder demand, we envisage
destinations creating their own forums, so that the
showcase is a complete immersion into that
destination.
In the association sector we envisage small clusters
of destinations working together in a cycle so that
they too have greater control over the quality and
relevancy of the buyers being hosted. This has
already happened to varying degrees of success
with initiatives such as the Energy Cities Alliance
and we envisage an increase in such initiatives as
destinations seek to work collaboratively.
We envisage these events will increase their focus
on accredited education for the attendees. This will
reduce the disparity between the supplier and
buyer experience. We believe higher quality events
will create a demand from a higher quality of buyer.
We also envisage buyers paying to attend certain
events. Whilst charging buyers to go to events may
reduce the overall volume attending, the sentiment
from the leading UK agencies is that if the event
offers a better experience, that creates value for
them and ultimately for their clients, then the
investments is worthwhile and they will continue to
attend. Many have highlighted a frustration at some
of the perpetual attendees at industry events
reducing the overall professionalism of the event.
They do not wish for their staff to appear on social
media in an uncontrolled environment so will be
more discerning in their choice of which events
their staff will attend.
Most larger UK agencies already have a stringent
policy as to whether they should, and indeed who
should, attend supplier events partly driven by a
need to adhere to the best practices of corporate
governance inspired from within their client base.
We envisage buyers being more influenced by
traditional sales activities, that can be more

accurately measured. As buyers will need
confidence and a feeling of security, we believe the
traditional sales role of personal contact, personal
messaging and sales fulfilment will increase in
importance.
Rather than setting activity goals based on volume
of interactions we see activity being decided on the
likelihood of business outcomes.
We see the central brand sales role becoming a
luxury, with hotels particularly reengineering sales
roles to become less brand ambassadorial in nature
and more sales focused.
Traditional activities such as familiarisation and
educational trips will take on a new importance.
Destinations have in the most part already moved
to selling through benefits and relevancy over
facilities and we see other suppliers in the
destinations, particularly DMC’s, adopt this
approach to differentiate themselves from
competitors.
Those suppliers that create a joined up harmonious
approach and make the event purchase decision for
the event organizer simpler will benefit. As is
explored in the next section those destinations,
hotels and venues that make the event process
more secure, more encompassing, and essentially
easier for the event buyer will be the winners.

The truth is nobody really knows. If a vaccine is
developed tomorrow, then things will revert to
normal quite quickly. If not, then we will adapt.
There will be changes and different suppliers and
products around the world will benefit.
The current thinking is that more space will be
needed for events. That said the social distancing
rules are different for many countries and whilst
the difference between 1.5m and 2m does not
sound a great deal it does matter. Capacity can be
affected by as much as 75% which therefore affects
the budget. So, whilst more space may well be
desired, or even required, that will result in
budgetary issues so the difference between ‘Covid
Events 2.0’ or ‘Events 1.5’ is an important
consideration.
Price has always been a huge determiner. If events
bounce back as predicted, then hotels with large
meeting facilities will hold out for premium prices.
If venues are being asked to create unfavourable
terms and conditions by buyers, then we do not
foresee rates being negotiable.

WHAT MIGHT
EVENTS LOOK
LIKE IN 2021

Buyers therefore may have to be flexible. If they do
not want to pay more then they will have to
consider a cheaper alternative, which could be at
odds and not reflect their brand values identity.

The power of human
connection
Until the pandemic the events industry was part of
an experience economy. A world in which people
increasingly cared more about the things they do
than the possessions they once strived to
accumulate and one where people shape
themselves by the people, places, and activities
they engage with.
This will not change.

What can we learn anything
from SARS in 2003
SARS had a huge short- term impact on tourism in
Vietnam, China, Singapore, and Hong Kong. The
previous reference point had been 9/11 but in
terms of tourism economic impact SARS was five
times greater. Entry and exit screening introduced
by WHO helped tourism in the region revert to
normal within 3-7 months. The key difference
between SARS and the current pandemic is the
global nature – event organisers may have steered
clear of certain countries in the immediate
aftermath of SARS as they had alternative choices.
That choice now though, due to the global nature of
the pandemic, is not one they can consider.

Experiential
Lifestyle hotel brands and retailers do this all the
time. But we will start to see this more in business
events. Essentially it is the experiential part of an
event, the deep immersion into the brand through
sound, through touch and through smell. Digital
does not deliver that.

Noise
People are staring at a computer screen more than
ever and there will be a desire for live events.
Already talk of the joy of attending theatre and
concerts once more has replaced the initial joy of
Netflix box sets. Day to day lives have been
saturated with technology and the irony of this is
that it will increase the value of a live event. In fact,
events are likely to be more impactful, more
personalised and valued as a real benefit for and by
employees.

Data driven
Organisers will need to develop better tools and
look to their marketing teams for data driven
direction. Audiences will need to be better
researched to ensure that the personalised
experience is being delivered and that the brand
values are being portrayed at the correct level and

perspective for each attendee. This will be
incredibly important in the association sector where
generic messaging has been the norm, so we expect
to see this sector develop hugely. Association
congresses can be a little staid, revolving around a
keynote, and we see creative event agencies move
into this arena and by doing so upset the
traditional PCO model.
That said the fatigue that the audience will have
had from the inundation of digital media means we
see organisers being more transparent, less
production gimmicky and striving to deliver live
experiences that focus on core messages, that
create and maintain interactions and a sense of
place. And the UK’s world leading creative scene is
the perfect one to continue to deliver that for
business events audiences.

Upskilling
Every element of the events chain will need to
upskill. Elements that had not really been
considered necessary, except in a minority of cases,
will now be commonplace.
We expect greater biosecurity as well as cyber
security and venues that can offer both with
seamless integration for the customer will be in
pole position to benefit.
There will also be an increased focus on
sustainability and perhaps the full development of
tools to address that in business events.
Meaningful measurement of carbon footprint, not
just green washing, and food wastage all with
credible reporting metrics.
The pandemic has meant humanity has had to take
an enforced break. Many people will return to a new
normal with concerns that they have never had
before and without easy answers to those concerns.
Those destinations, hotels and venues that make
the event process more secure, more
encompassing, and essentially easier for the event
buyer will benefit.

INTERVIEW
SENTIMENTS
To avoid skewing discussions we did not interview
intermediary agencies or venues in establishing future
reactions to pandemic lifting because they are not
organisers. 73 UK based corporate travel managers and
association event organisers where interviewed to
establish patterns in buyer sentiment. The results below
are presented as a reflection of their opinions at the time
of interview.

Travel Policies and Impacts
Does the corporate travel department interact with the HR
department?
64% Rarely or Never
Will the HR department want to become more of aware
where people are travelling post pandemic?
98% stated yes. The negative respondent commented that
this already happens!
Will the HR department want to become more of aware
why people are travelling post pandemic?
Only 14% stated yes with other suggesting that the
decisions by business units will be respected as being
made in the best interests of the company and the
employee. Wellness of employees was a constant theme.
Do you think using only appointed approved channels for
travel and event buying will increase?
86% responded it will increase or stay as it is (as currently
used.)
Will travel costs be reduced?
There was much discussion that cost is only one
parameter to consider. Productivity and cost go hand in
hand, and whilst companies will want to be competitive,
they will strive to get value for what their business travel
spend rather than just look to reduce it.

When do you see business travellers resume
regular business travel to countries where travel
was cancelled?
57% suggested in the next six months. 21% were
not sure.
52% had plans or had considered plans for travel in
the near future.
Once travel restrictions have lifted how do you
anticipate your employees will react to future
business travel requests?
68% said employees will travel explaining it is part
of their role and something they embrace. 27% may
have some reservations and 5% will be unwilling to
travel.
If somebody is unwilling to travel will that affect
their employment status.
If somebody is unable to perform their duties and
their productivity for the company suffers, we
would try to support them as much as possible
however we do have to be sustainable as a business
seemed a common theme.
What expectations do you have from transport and
accommodation providers?
Only 38% though there was any sense in keeping a
middle seat empty, whilst over 80% felt having
higher than regulation sanitary policies would
alleviate traveller concerns.
Less than half though they social distancing
guidelines would be practical at venues and instead
(88%) believed higher control of who could travel
would be a better preventative measure.
Is government advice important?
When asked what would make employees feel
happy to travel 94% stated that government and
FCO advice was vitally important as it shapes their
travel policy. Less than half would be swayed by
what other companies were doing.

